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Greetings to all my fellow shipmates. The Holiday season is over, the New Year has been rung in, and the Government,
at this writing is officially shut down. The year 2017 provided many opportunities to Flotilla 21, opportunities that were
executed, recognized and rewarded at the Division Change of Watch. Flotilla 21 received “Division Awards” for the
following Missions: Membership increase- Member Training – Recreational Boating Education. In addition to the Division
2 awards, there were awards to members of Flotilla 21 who “Stand Watch” at the gate. These awards were presented by
Sector Northern New England.
Our Flotilla theme for 2018 is “Reaching our Full Potential”. To accomplish our goals for 2018 we have developed and
will implement a strategic plan that covers all of the missions that we support. We have filled vacant FSO positions, and
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have added assistant positions to help our FSO’s in reaching their goals for 2018. We have been successful because of
the commitment and dedication of all members who recognized the need and accepted the challenge. The Strategic plan
can be found on our Flotilla website and I encourage you to read it and see if you can step up and help us “Reach Our
Full Potential”
Thank you to all the Staff and members for your contribution to the Coast Guard and to Flotilla 21.
Semper Paratus
John Byrne FC

February Flotilla Meeting:
Monday, February 12 – 1900
Our guest speaker will be Brian S.
Dougher. He is the Emergency
Management Coordinator for Maine
Medical Center and will be speaking about
his experience in that role, how agencies
coordinate together in times of emergency
and the role the USCG Auxiliary can fill.

FEB 6 - BASIC/ADVANCED COASTAL NAVIGATION - AUXACN
- 1900 SMCC
FEB 7 - BOATING SKILLS AND SEAMANSHIP 1 & 2 ORIENTATION AND REGISTRATION - 1900 SMCC

Shipmates,
It gives Commodore Gus Formato and me great pleasure to announce the opening of the D-Train 2018 registration page.
Conference registration, meal selections, training course selection, and hotel reservations are accessible from this link:
www.d1dtrain.org
D-Train 2018 has many new offerings such as PPE form preparation, the Mandatory Ops Workshop (dual track), Effective
Communications, Protocol as, Marine Safety and Incident Management. New Member Mentoring and District Specific
training is also part of the courses being offered.

You will also find popular classes such as TCT, Diversity, Telecommunications, Aux Chef, Division and Flotilla Commander
Nuts & Bolts, and Maritime Domain Awareness.

Don’t miss this great opportunity to receive some top shelf training, enjoy fellowship with Shipmates and see beautiful
Newport, Rhode Island.
Hotel reservations must be completed by 6 February 2018.
See you in Newport,
Phil Kubat DCO. D1NR
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THIS MONTH’S AUXILIARY PROFILE IS FSO-NS BILL THORTON.
1. WHY DID YOU JOIN THE AUXILIARY?
It offers a very unique opportunity – the CG is the only branch with a volunteer service. Through the Aux, there’s
opportunity for people to use their skills and experience, as well as develop new skills, in support of the CG’s different
missions. And there’s so many different ways a person can contribute…In addition to being involved in boat crew or
educational activity, there’s also opportunity for those with accounting skills, computer/IT background, culinary ability,
public relations, and such.
Having played and worked in/on the water for a long time, my interest in boat crew with Operations was an obvious
first choice. Participation there proceeded with later qualifying as coxswain and being rewarded with a traditional
whoopee pie and Moxie (or perhaps that was the last performance qualification task to be evaluated).
2. WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY WHEN YOU ARE NOT WORKING FOR THE AUXILIARY?
I enjoy scuba diving, especially at dive-travel destinations (Florida Keys, Bonaire, Cozumel, etc), and teaching scuba.
I’ve been doing a class of 12 each semester at Univ. of New England for a number of years now. And, I have served as
Diving Safety Officer overseeing research diving for UNE, Shoals Marine Lab, and Cornell University.
Then there is boating and kayaking with Heather (my wife) as we explore different areas of Casco Bay. In the
summers, we have the advantage of going out on weekdays and have coves, beaches, ledges, and island trails often to
ourselves. We are often accompanied on these trips by Mr. Frank (who doesn’t realize he is a dog, and a small one at
that).
3. IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED CURRENTLY, WHERE ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND WHAT IS THE NATURE OF YOUR
JOB? IF YOU ARE RETIRED, WHAT DID YOU DO BEFORE RETIREMENT?
I am a professor at USM in Portland. I teach social and personality psychology, as well as statistics. I have students
who have gone on to Masters and PhD programs and then work in the social and behavioral sciences (there are some
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other students who I would hope are in mental or penal institutions for safety of society). Along with teaching I conduct
research in both basic and applied areas of social and personality psychology and have journal publications and
conference presentations going back a number of years now (and that just made me think about how long I’ve been at
this; I’m usually focused on future projects, not past ones!). I also have been involved in marketing research and consult
on other people’s projects with regard to research design and statistical analyses.
4. WHAT DO YOU ASPIRE TO OR WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THE AUXILIARY?
Again, the opportunity Aux offers, not just with utilizing skills you already have, but the opportunity and challenge of
developing or furthering skills and abilities and working with others as they undertake new or expanded opportunities.
The Aux provides great opportunity for working with others, assisting as they take on new challenge, as well as learning
from the experience of others (e.g., like using reverse to stop the boat in the slip rather than using the dock to stop you).
Boat crew provides for a diversity of challenges and “adventure” with the potential for making a difference. Just this
past season, while on routine training/safety patrol, there were 6 times we converted to “Search and Rescue” situations.
Some involved direct coordination with the gold side to investigate/report on a matter (sailboat aground, EPIRB
emergency signal, reported body). This avoids them having to deploy a boat and reducing the crew’s underway time
should other needs arise. Others were situations that we were already out, in relative proximity, and more readily able to
respond and be on-scene quickly (separate instances of hypothermic swimmer and capsized kayaker, as well as escorting
6 kayaks/11 people in zero-visibility fog conditions from Ft Gorges back to East End Beach and diverting 2 powerboats
from the group in the process).
In all these instances, it was particularly rewarding to see all the training and practice that we do as crew come
together as people do the different tasks necessary in working to achieve an objective.
Boat crew and working with people in that group led to my becoming the FSO for Navigation Systems and responsible
for overseeing the checking/reporting on private aids to navigation in Casco Bay each year (sometimes 120 aids). This
was a new challenge and, along with other Aids Verifiers, an opportunity to contribute further to the CG’s prevention
mission and SNNE ANT (Aids to Navigation Team). In taking care of the private aids, the ANT can focus on the many
more Federal aids to navigation that require their attention.
Then there’s opportunity for education and public relations…whether it be with boat crew training, or public education –
boating safety classes, working boat shows, or doing vessel examinations for recreational boaters. You get to interact
with a wide variety of people and hopefully promote recreational boating safety. With UPV (uninspected passenger
vessel) examinations, we’re also working to promote commercial boating safety among the “six-pack captains” who take
people out for hire. Here again, our efforts contribute to CG’s prevention mission and enable by in an activity that would
stretch their limited resources.
5. IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY BOAT YOU WANT, WHAT WOULD YOU CHOOSE AND WHY?
Only one boat?! Does the CG rely on only one type of boat? No…you need boats specific to the mission. So, a
houseboat would be a nice live aboard vessel. But then a smaller, faster boat set up to transport divers to off-shore sites.
A third boat set up for “comfort” when taking friends and relatives around for the Casco Bay harbor/islands/lighthouse tour.
Maybe a boat for fishing to accommodate friends so inclined (I find its faster to toss over a grenade and scoop up what
floats; I’m ready to return home while others are still baiting hooks and such). Then maybe a sailboat for when you want
to go nowhere fast (not that there’s anything wrong with a sailboat or those that prefer them; there’s actually a few decent
people in the Aux that have them).
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6. TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF THAT WE PROBABLY DON'T KNOW.
There have been a number of times interesting and challenging opportunities have presented and I was able to take
advantage of them. Initially, scuba diving, then surface-supply (hard-hat) diving, was through the Navy and then did
underwater security and search and recovery (rescue was not an option if we got called in). Then recon training (Navy),
medic/EMT training (Army), and Survival-Evasion-Recovery training (Air Force) provided opportunity for backpacking
(“information-acquisition”) trips in support of drug interdiction operations in Texas and Mexico. As a scuba instructor (and
First Aid/CPR/Oxygen instructor), several opportunities to serve as diving safety officer arose with different universityaffiliated underwater research programs and the opportunity for additional medical and hyperbaric dive medicine training
(Navy) followed. As TAD medic, I went on “fitness challenge” exercises (e.g., climb Mt Katahdin Sat & Sun) for USMC
Reserves maintaining independent physical training programs to confirm individual fitness for duty.
So… long story short… Aside from my merchant mariner credentials (“captains license”) coming from USCG, the CG
was the only branch I have not been more directly involved with in one way or another. So, this is my “hat trick.”
7. TO WHAT DO YOU ATTRIBUTE YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE CGAUX?
Accomplishments are the result of two levels of influence converging. First, your accomplishments in whatever activity
or endeavor you undertake (whether in Aux or life) ultimately reflect on you…your ability to achieve the objective(s) you
set for yourself. Secondly, however, is that your ability to achieve an objective was likely the result of a lot of people
contributing to your development, whether it be intellectually, physically, socially, and so on, and providing the resources
and/or opportunity to be engaged. (Oh yeah, then there’s just plain “got lucky on that one; but I’ll try it again” – was on a
bucking horse; would not do that on a bull…just a suggestion)

MR. FRANK – ON PATROL
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By FSO-PA Noel C March
This past December 1st found four members of First District Northern – Division 2 checking in to the billets of our
prestigious USCG Academy in New London, CT for a three very full days of leading, learning and networking as members
of the annual Leadership Development Academy (LDA) for new and advancing leaders in the Auxiliary.
DCDR John Hume, ADSO Anne Manning, DSO Jack Esser and DSO/FSO Noel March each represented their respective
Flotillas and the Division with enthusiasm and the genuine desire for learning what we expect of our leadership.
The LDA is somewhat unique in that it was developed by, and is delivered only in, the First District Northern region. And
what better venue for gathering, discussing and educating our newly promoted leaders than New London! The curriculum
was of the highest quality, as were the instructors. Each instructor was a specially selected veteran member of the USCG
Auxiliary with extensive experience to share and a talent for teaching adult learners that made the lessons relevant and
memorable. Topics specific to Staff Officers and Division Commanders were separately tracked such that each group of
learners was provided information and materials most relevant to their roles.
Classes were offered on the subjects of:













Time Management
Flotilla Goals
Staffing & Communications
Courtesy & Protocol
Uniforms
Recruiting Quality Members
Conflict Resolution
Relieving a Staff Officer
New Member Development
Succession Planning
Developing Flotilla Goals
Interpersonal Communications

John, Anne, Jack and Noel each came away from the experience in full agreement that the weekend away was time well
spent in their own professional development and in cultivating the sense of "Team Coast Guard" that we all strive to fully
embrace as Auxiliary members. Certainly our Flotillas and Division will benefit from this initiative, as well.
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For anyone interested in progressing through the Chain of Leadership in a competent and well prepared manner, consider
making application to the LDA through your Flotilla Commander. It will be well worth it!

Many of us are not particularly comfortable in
encounters with paddlecraft operators because we
lack first-hand experience and knowledge. If we
have a choice, we prefer boats over paddlecraft.
Yet we are often frustrated because we are acutely
aware of the need to reach out to paddlecraft
owners about safety and we are constantly
reminded of this when we read about paddlecraft
fatalities.
“Paddlecraft Smarts” is being introduced as a
regular feature in our monthly “Meeting Notice” to help our shipmates achieve a higher level of confidence when
interacting with this community. This feature will provide specific learning opportunities to enhance your knowledge and
awareness about Paddlecraft each month by introducing you to articles, web-sites and other useful information. It’s part
of Flotilla 2-1’s 2018 strategic plan.
This month, please visit the following link to www.paddlesmart.org. This site is filled with practical knowledge and
advice. Please take time to consider how this information can help you save a life.

By FVC-Peter Poulin
I am very pleased to announce that one of our newest members, Fred Richards, has agreed to serve as FSOPublications. As part of his duties, Fred will publish monthly Meeting Notices. This form of communication is very
important to our members. Fred will work to bring the most significant news and announcements together in one
convenient source of information and deliver it to you via email on a regular basis.
As with all publications like this, the efforts of several individual contributors and writers are essential. Fred will serve as
the editor and assemble the Meeting Notice. However, it is important that we develop regular contributors of content. If
you have an interest in participating in this effort, please contact Fred directly at adkfred@outlook.com or Peter Poulin at
petepoulin@gmail.com. Ideally, we would like to have 3 or 4 people regularly looking for and contributing content of
interest to our members. This can consist of local news or information found in our national publications or outside news
sources that is relevant to our flotilla members.
Fred joined the USCG Auxiliary recently and is a graduate of the last class of recruits. I am pleased to say that he has
already completed all of the mandated training and FEMA courses. In addition, he went on to complete several additional
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FEMA classes and exams. As soon as his PSI clears, he will be officially appointed FSO-Publications. Please join me in
welcoming him.
Fred is employed by the Department of Navy and works Logistics supporting the new construction of the DDG-51 and
DDG-1000 class ships. Fred’s hobbies include kayaking and amateur radio.

The Division Change of Watch was held on January 12 at Holiday Inn in Portland and several flotillas within the division
conducted their Change of Watch and swearing in of officers at the same time. 2017 was a great year of high
achievement for Flotilla 2-1 and this was recognized with many awards.
Flotilla 2-1 leadership is pleased to announce that all staff officer positions will be filled in 2018. Here is the slate of
officers:
Flotilla Commander: John R. Byrne
Flotilla Vice Commander: Peter L. Poulin
FSO-Secretary: Susan Wickson (pending PSI)
FSO-Finance: David Porrazzo
FSO-Diversity: Kathleen C. WarEagle
FSO-Public Education: Everett L. Henry II
FSO-Vessel Examination: Francis W. Connelly
FSO-Program Visitor: Paul A. Standridge
FSO-Navigation Systems: Billy G. Thornton
FSO-Marine Safety: Susan J. Polans
FSO-Operations: L. Bradford Thompson
FSO-Communications: John P. Esser
FSO-Communication Services: Everett L. Henry II
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FSO-Human Resources: Lorelle T. Courtois
FSO-Materials: Kenneth A Caprio
FSO-Public Affairs: Noel C. March
FSO-Information Services: Richard Robichaud
FSO-Membership Training: Eric C. Dexter
FSO-Publications: Fred C. Richards (pending PSI)
Immediate Past Flotilla Commander: John W. Hume
This is a great team that, with your help and dedication to service, will bring us to our full potential in 2018

Flotilla 2-1 leadership is committed to outstanding achievement in
2018. The Strategic Plan for the year unifies us and sets a path
towards being the best trained, most valued maritime volunteers in
our region. All members should take exceptional pride in being
volunteers dedicated to serving the USCG and the country.
Please follow this link and read the Strategic Plan: 2018 Flotilla
Strategic Plan

01/29/18 Flotilla Staff Meeting

02/12/18 Flotilla Meeting

03/12/18 Flotilla Meeting

02/06/18 Advanced Coastal
Navigation – Class Begins

02/26/18 Staff Meeting

03/19/18 Auxiliary
Communications Specialty
Course – Class Begins

02/07/18 Boating Skills and
Seamanship – Class Begins

03/01/18 to 03/04/18 Portland Boat
Show – NEED VOLUNTEERS

3/23/18 to 3/25/18 Maine
Boatbuilders Show – NEED
VOLUNTEERS

02/07/18 Sailing Skills and
Seamanship –Class Begins

03/08/18 TO 03/11/18 D-Train –
Rhode Island.

03/26/18 Staff Meeting
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